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1. INTRODUCTION

Tite observed travel time ofa P-wave contains information about the seisniic
velociíy structure along tite ray patit. Ifwe compare tite observed travel time with
a titeoretical travel time, computed from tite assumed referenceEartit model used
for tite location of tite eartitquakes, we obtain tite so-called delay time. The delay
time contains information on tite deviation of titeactual Earth structure from tite
reference model. The sampling of tite Earth’s volume of interest witit many
crossing rays, allows the investigation of tite 3-D velocity-anomaly síructure by
a tomograpitic inversion of tite delay times. In titis citapter, we discuss resulís for

the Iberian mantle obtained witit delay-time tomograpity. Earlier tomographic
investigations of tite maníle structure below tite Iberian Peninsula (Spakman
1.986, Granel and Trampert 1989, Nolel 1990) alí have incommon tite relatively
10w level of spatial resolution of results, which hampers titeir interpretation. lxi
our study we itave reacited a spatial resolution witicit allows lo interpret structural
details on scales on tite order of 200 1cm or larger. In titis chapter we focus our
atíention on a positive (itigit velocity) anomaly found below the Betie-Alboran
region at deptits between 200 and 700 km, and witit a distinct SW-NE trend. Tite
anomaly is interpreted as an image of a subducted slab. Tite slab can provide an
explanation of tite deep seismicity observed in titis area (Buforn ee aL, 1991). A
more detailed account of titis researcit can be found in Blanco and Spakman
(1992).

Física de la Tierra, u.’ 4,125-134, Editorial Complutense, Madrid, 1992
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2. DATA PROCESSIP4G AM) METilO»

Tite tomographic metitod we apply, has been discussed iii detail in Spakman
andNolet (1988>, aud Spakman (1988, 1991>. Here, we only mention sorneoftite
main characteristies of our application.

Wcselected 210,000 P-wave delay times from the ISC Bulletin tapes (1964-
1986) forevents recorded by at least 10 stations (up to 90 degrees). We used botit
telcscismic and local events, and teleseismic andlocal stations (figure 1). Delays
with an absolute value higiter titan 3 seconds are discarded to avoid artifacts in
tite solution dueto large valued, possíbly erroneous, dala. Delay limes are related
to (i) tite slowness anomaly field, (U) source misiocations vectors, aud origin time
crrors, and (iii) station corrections. Ah titese quantities depead on tite reference
model assumed for tite computation of tite delays. ISC delays huye been
computed rel-ative to tite Jeffreys-Rullen travel time tables. Eollowing Van de
l-Iilst and Spakman (1989) wc applied a reference model correetion lo tite ISC
delays br a reference model called PM2 (Spakman «e aL, 1991). Model PM2
(figure 2> is believed lo be more appropriate lcr P-delay tomograpity of tite
Mediterranean region, inthe sense tital tite tomograpitic problem canbe hinearized
more adequately.

Figure 1 —The Iberian Peninsula unU surcounding region. Below the urea displuyed, the n,antlc
ve.locity structurc. is investiguted dnwt, <o u depth of 142<) kru. ‘Pie epicenters displuyed in dic Ieft
panel betong te <he local subset of <he earthquakesused di Ibis study. The panel te tite right shows
tite locution of regional stations fray, which data is used. Note thaI also delay-time dala are used
from evenis and s$ations located culside tite region dispkyed. Solid íines wilhin lite Iberian
Peninsula delineate mujer teelonie units, tite lctlcrs A sud 8 denote dic Alborán Sea sud Betie
Cordillera.
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Figure 2.—Radial P-velocity models: Jeffreys-Bullen (JB) and PM2. Ihe lattermodel isdeterinined
by Spakrnan ec al? (1991)and servesas a better reference model for delay-time tomography of the
Furopean-Mediterranean mantle including the mantle below Iberian Peninsula.

Tite maníle below lite region shown in figure 1 is divided mb 20 layers to a
deptit of 1400km, and eacit layer is divided mío 18x18 blocks of approximately
1 by 1 degree in size. For tite actual tomograpitic inversions we used the LSQR-
algorititm of Paige and Saunders (1982) (also see Nolel 1985, and Spakman and
Nolet 1988).
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3. RESULTS AND TESTS

Afler 25 iterations witit the LSQR algorithm, we obtained a 20 % reduction
in RMS value. Tite solution obtained is addressed as Ip 1 (figure 3). Tite velocity
anomalies are contoured as percentage deviations from tite PM2 reference
niodel. For us tite most intcresting pattern found in titis region is a positive
anomalybelow tite Hetie-Alboran region at deptit between 200 and 700 1cm. In
map view tite anomaly exhibits a SW-NE trend. We interpret tite anomaly as
resulting from a subducted slab. In figure4we display two cross-sections through
tite slab togeliterwilit the cdl ititcount (number of rays sampling a particularcelí).
Smearing ofanomalies canbe observed along main directions ofray-illumination.
Aboye tite slab low (negative) velocities are found. Wc remark titat Blanco and
Spakman (1992) presení arguments witich practically exclude tite possibility titat
tite s(ab anomaly may be an erroneous mapping of mande structures actual(y
located outside tite celí model.

An impressionofIhe spalial resolution can be obtained by applying sensitivity
analysis (Spakman and Noict 1988). We firsí performed a cell-spike ¡est, from
whicit we obtained a very poor resolution in tite deeper mantle, indieating that
celí-seale anomalies cannot be detected rcliably. Only in sorne partsoftite model,
in ccli layers centered at depths of 51, 95, and 145km tite cdl spike models are

well retrieved. To study tite possibility that larger scale anomalies may still be
resolved reasonably well, we performed a different test with anomalous blocks

on tite size of 2x2x2 adjacent celís (figure 5). From titis test, we conclude that tite
spalial resolulion may be sufficient for anomaly details on tite order of 200-300

1cm in size. 1-lence, we only itave to consider anomaly patlerns in IPI with spatial
dimensions larger titan say 200 1cm.

Wcrtlso investigated tite possibility of retrieving ita anomaly with tite sitape

and amplitude of tite slab anomaly. To acitieve titis we constructed a syntitetic
velocity model similar to the actual slab anomaly, witit an amplitude of 2 %
located below tite Betic-Alboran region. We calculated synthetic delays from
this model using tite actual reference ray patits, and added noise to data (signal
to noise ration 0.15). Tite result of inverling titese very noisy syntitetic data is
called SYN1 (figure 6), and is obtainedwitit an RMS reduction ofonly 4 %. From
titis test we conclude thaI, evenwitit tite poor dala fil, titesyntitetic model is well
recovered despite some small resolution artifacts.

4. DISCUSSION

We applied delay time-tomograpity lostudy tite P-wave velocity structure of
tite maníle below tite Iberian Peninsula. Wc assumed a new reference velocity
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Dataínversion:IP1¡ -1.6% ______________ +1.6%

Figure 3.—Tomographic result IP]: velocity anomalies retative to model PM2. Numbers indicate
the depth at the center of the cell-layer.
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Figure 4—Two eross-sections through the tomographic result [Pl and hitcount. The horizontal
straight Une in the map at Ihe top of each column of paneis, indicates the exact location of the
section. The cross-section to the left is taken perpendicular to the apparent strike of the slab
anomaly. The other section runs along strike of the anomaly. Dots in themaps and cross-sections
indicate the location of earthquakes. Notice the deep event at 640km near the center of the cross-
sections. tu the hiteount patterns, the contonring seale lis Iogarithmic. For reference we plotied the
eontours of tite positive anonialies oblained with IP).
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Figure 5.—Block sensitivity result. Shaded afeas denote theactual location and spatial sizeof the
block anomalies. The block anomaly value is -4- 5 %. The contonring is in 0.5 % anomaty value
increments. Dashed contour unes indicate negative anomaly values.

(B[ock inversioYl
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Figure 6.—Tomographic result SYNI of a noisy data inversion for a synthetic slab model. The
syntheticslab is designedtoresenible in shape andamplitude theslab-likeanomaly imaged benealh
the Betie-Alborán region. The location of the synthetic slab is indicated with a thick line visible
in the panels wilh deptits between 247 aud 635 km. Notice that the contouring Iiniits are - 0.5 Yo
and + 1.5 %. Ai~omalies outside line are alí imaging artifacts. Note that Ihe core of the synthetic
slab is welt recovered. Compare SYN1 to [Pl..

S nthetic slab: SYN1 -0.5% +1.5%
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model PM2 relative lo witicit Ihe tomograpitic problem is linearized. Inversion
resulís can only be viewed as an approximation of true maníle síructures.
Síructural details larger than 200 1cm seem reasonably well resolvable. A
demonstration that the ray paths used sample tite mantie adequately enough to
resolve tite slab síructure even in titepresence of large dala errors, is given by tite
syntitetic slab test. The positive anomaly found below tite Betic-Alboran region
is interpreted as a subducted slab. Tite presence of Ibis anomalous mantle
structure is also corroborated by tite occurrenceof verydeepseismicity ata deptit
of 640km; many authors invoked a detacited piece of a subducted slab loexplain
titis peculiar seismicily. Because of Ihe low velocities found aboye tite slab
anomaly, we also anticipate titat tite subducted slab is detacited from the surface.
Blanco and Spakman (1992) have performed many other tesIs, including titose
for a detacited-slab configuration, lodemonstrate tite existence of an anomalous

slab-like síructure below tite Betie-Alboran region. and they propose titat tite slab
has been subducted during at least part of the Oligocene aud probably became

detacited in tite early Miocene.
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